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Introduction

The modern crypto-world is developing very fast and 
growing 

every day. New projects are constantly entering the market, 

and it is getting harder and harder to keep track of 
investment 

opportunities in each of them.


The latest round of development has brought us a new era - 

decentralized finance. In a short period of time, many DeFi 

projects have appeared that offer various investment 

opportunities.


Among these tools, various DeX platforms have developed, 

allowing you to invest your tokens and earn passively. And 
on 

the basis of these platforms, "farms" are increasingly 
emerging 

that reward users with their new tokens for providing 
liquidity 

to new projects.


Such passive earning mechanisms can be categorized as 

follows:


- providing pool liquidity 

- coin stacking




- profitable farming

- Etc


There are hundreds of platforms offering the opportunity to  
make money in one or more of the ways listed on any of the  
existing blockchains. They all show enormous interest rates 
in the short term (APY / APR percentages), promising huge 
returns, but choosing the right one becomes very difficult. 
After all, there are a large number of parameters to pay 
attention to in order not to get the calculations wrong and 
choose the right tool.


To reduce risks and assist you in choosing a reliable 
platform for your tokens, we create Agronomist.tech. 



About the project

Agronomist.Tech - is a new analytics platform for DeFi 

projects that aims to analyze staking, farming, dex projects. 

We are developing an intellectual product that will be 

responsive to changes in market realities and help you 
choose the most wellrounded investment strategy in the 
DeFi segment. 


What we plan to implement:


- Collection of information on the state of liquidity pools 
from as many DeXs as possible


- Collection of information on profitability from farming and 
staking


- Various projects

- Dashboard to display assets of a particular user 

- Risk analysis for each project

- Multi-chain support provision of advice on selecting a 

pool/platform for investment 

- Convenient customizable notifications

- Launch of own farms with reinvestment 

- Analyze NFT contracts 



Tokenomics

There are plans to issue 10 million AGTE tokens:


1 million - for developers (24 months of lock period, starting 
on 01.09.21. Then 12 months of Linear Vesting)

Contract address - C9cCm7NTVo6uzezNzBgPLfU9WrRXTcnAAokx8i4yfTA1


2 million - for advertising, marketing and promotion 
program 

Contract address - 956Zsf8FQigRQ55q3siLzSyNSNFWsqeB4k5RaUbwzEgZ


2 million - for backers and contributors (IDO/pre-seed with 
lock period)

Contract address - DUthEnJrTorBehu9bMXBvh2UyzYXeknA3BoGQ8sPt46a


2 million - for Agronomist NFT staking system

Contract address - CQujJ5pJPnK9pmyHZ9ynu4dHzqTV5FXkt443zafRncZp


3 million - for reservation for future farming and provision 
liquidity with freeze

Contract address - 4d4qnkAMTu3TViN6gpWxoR1oFoNvp2wK3t8CTo9UFaoX




Roadmap

The implementation of the functionality is planned in 
stages. The first steps will be made to work in the Solana 
ecosystem, followed by the addition of BSC and Ethereum 
blockchains. 


The planned timeline for adding functionality is as follows:

-  June - July 2021 - project and blockchain platform 

research. Community development in Discord

- August 2021 - Token distribution and airdrop company

- September - initial analytics in Solana blockchain for 

pools; listing on Serum dex

- October 2021 - start 2 NFT collections for future

- November - December 2021 base analytics and NFT 

staking

- Winter 2021-2021 analytic for farming and staking pools 

on Solana

- Spring 2022 BSC blockchain (pancakeswap, 1inch, 

sushiswap) will be added




Functionality

Multichain support


Our project plans to create support for all popular 
blockchains:


- Solana - basic start-up platform

- BSC - cheap and popular platform with large 

infrastructure, good base for experiments with Ethereum 
blockchain


- Ethereum - the most popular blockchain with smart 
contracts


Smart analytics for pools


We are planning to create analytics for farm pools, liquidity 

pools and stacking. We want to collect a lot of metrics for 

analysis and make predictions about the future of these 
pools:

- Real APY based on stacking and harvesting transactions

- Predictions for prop asset for any period.

- Number of members in the pool

- Pooling odds for new projects

- And much more…




Notifications


Many cryptocurrency projects don't have any notification 

system,but it's a very necessary option to secure your 
money. 


We want to create a very flexible system for notifications:

- Support for most popular messengers (email, telegram, 

discord, etc.)

- Flexible rules for notifications (based on values, prices, 

events)


Risk assessment


We  collect  many  different  metrics  and  can  predict  
some  risks for pools:

- Rug pull.

- Coin drop.

- Contract owner review


Governance


We will use our token to vote in governance on new 
features, allocation/burning tokens, and more. 



NFT

The world is entering the era of NFTs and metaverses. 
Solana blockchain is becoming one of the favourite places 
for NFT holders due to low fees. Agronomist will not stay 
away from new technologies, so we present you our NFTs, 
which will be fully integrated into the work of the platform 
through a system of stacking with rewards in AGTE tokens.


1. Minting of the Agronomist NFT Main collection 
(20.10.2021).


2. Minting of the Agronomist NFT Halloween collection 
(31.10.2021)


3. We'll do our best to list Agronomist NFT on all of the 
major marketplaces: DigitalEyes, Solsea.


4. Full integration of NFT into our core product. NFT 
owners will receive bonuses for holding in our AGTE 
token! The size of the bonus will depend on the rarity 
and rank of the NFT. 2 million AGTE tokens have been 
allocated for this system.


5.  - 35 % of the secondary market royalties will be 
distributed among Agronomist NFT holders.


     - 25 % of the secondary market royalties will be used to 
buy AGTE token from the market every month.

6. Airdrops for Agronomists NFT holders.

7. Exclusive events only for Agronomist NFT holders. 

Drawings of valuable prizes and many other interesting 
things.


